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Auto rotation pro apk

Automatic Rotation Control Pro 1.1.5 Description Automatic Rotation Control Pro (package name: jp.snowlife01.android.autorotatecontrolpro) developed by the HDM development team, the latest version of Automatic Rotation Control Pro 1.1.5 was updated on August 23, 2020. Auto Rotation Control Pro is in the tool category. You can check all apps from auto rotation control
professional developers. The current price of this app is $2.99. This app can be downloaded on Android 5.0+ on APKFab or Google Play. All APK.com XAPK files on APKFab are original and 100% safe with quick download. In our app, you can enable or disable android auto-rotate feature for individual apps. Some apps, such as YouTube, Netflix and gallery apps, benefit from
automatic rotation, while others, such as browser apps, work best without it. By enabling or disabling Android auto-rotation in each app, you can seamlessly switch between them and enjoy using your smartphone without constantly having to change the settings yourself. This app does not rotate each app into portraits or landscapes. The General Misconceptions question ≪ some
≫ won't rotate even though Android's auto-rotate feature is enabled. Isn't this a malfunction of ≪ app≫ this is not a malfunction. This app does not force rotation. The app does not rotate because the individual rotation settings for the app are set to portrait fixed. In order to understand this app, you need to understand the automatic rotation function of Android and the mechanism
of rotation of Android app. Each app has its own settings for rotation. Most apps are set to rotate vertically or horizontally (auto-rotate), but some apps are set to portrait pinning. Few apps are set to landscape fixed, but app developers can design them that way. There are requirements for the app to rotate vertically and horizontally freely. Android auto-rotate feature enabled 2.
The app should be set to automatically rotate both portrait and landscape in individual settings If these two conditions are met at the same time, the app will rotate both vertically and horizontally. If Android's auto-rotate feature is disabled, the screen direction is fixed based on the rotation settings of each application. If the individual rotation settings for each application are Auto-
Rotate or VerticalLy Fixed, the portrait is fixed and does not rotate horizontally. If the individual rotation settings for each application are Landscape Fixed, they are fixed horizontally and do not rotate vertically. And this app is an app that automatically enables and disables android auto rotation feature for each app. Features ► Android's auto-rotate feature in app settings is only
enabled when the app specified here is running. You can see the features and operations of this app in a free trial. PleaseFeatures and operations by free trial before you buy. OPPO users] This app needs to run the service in the background to detect which app started. OPPO devices require special settings to operate app services in the background due to their unique
specifications. (If you don't do this, services running in the background will be forced to terminate and the app won't work properly.) Drag this app a little below your recent app history and lock it. If you do not know how to set it up, search for OPPO Task Lock. Read more In our app, you can enable or disable android auto-rotate features for individual apps. Some apps, such as
YouTube, Netflix and gallery apps, benefit from automatic rotation, while others, such as browser apps, work best without it. By enabling or disabling Android auto-rotation in each app, you can seamlessly switch between them and enjoy using your smartphone without constantly having to change the settings yourself. Features ► Android auto-rotate function per app setting is
enabled only when the app specified here is launched. ► When you change android auto rotation settings from autosadd notification area or quick panel, settings are automatically saved in each app. What's new: Fixed a bug. SAI instructions: 1. Download and install the latest SAI app (split APK installer). 2. Download this .apks&amp;zip archive app. 3. Install and open SAI /
Select the install APK button / Search and select the .apks archive app you downloaded. 4. Wait for the installation to complete. Enjoy! MOD INFO Standalone Android Package Android App Bundle Repack (KirIif'by Split APK Packer v6.7.1)Optimized Graphics/Zipaligned This app has no ads Screenshot Auto Rotation Control Pro v1.1.5 [Paid] MOD APK / Mirror older version
automatic rotation control pro v1.1.3 [paid] APK / mirror automatic rotation control pro v1.1.2 [paid] APK / mirror related rotation control app control screen rotation . You can force a specific rotation in the app with fixed screen direction. Simple design with easy-to-understand and easy-to-use features. =-= I want to use my smartphone's home screen in landscape mode – I want to
use landscape mode games and video apps in portrait mode - I always want to use a tablet In landscape mode - Status bar = I want to switch to a dark mode that is eye-friendly at night and tap once to switch the fixed orientation. During the day, switch to eye-friendly light mode. Download Overview Our app allows you to enable or disable android auto-rotate features for individual
apps. Some apps, such as YouTube, Netflix and gallery apps, benefit from automatic rotation, while others, such as browser apps, work best without it. Enable or disableAutomatic rotation with each app, you can seamlessly switch between them and enjoy the use of your smartphone without constantly changing the settings yourself. Highlights Android's auto-rotate feature is only
enabled when the app specified here is running. When you change your Android auto-rotation settings from the notification area or quick panel, the settings are automatically saved for each app. You can set notification display and priority. Automatic Rotation Control Pro Mod APK Download Auto Rotation Control Pro Before placing a link to download, we checked the link and it is
working. If you suddenly can't download it, please send us a comment or feedback form. Back to Top Rotation - Orientation Manager Full Unlock APK was released by a developer called Pranav Pandey and is an application to manage and control the rotation of pages on Android devices available to anyone interested. This app allows you to have full control over the rotation of
the screen in different modes. For example, you can specify which applications rotate or which ones are not allowed. You can also specify that the application always runs in portrait or landscape mode. In this article, we offer a complete unlocked version of this application in the hope that it will please your loved ones. Some of the features of rotation - Orientation Manager APK:
Ability to set application rotation permissions separately Android 5.0 features allowing operation of screen support with different widgets User-friendly interface of all modes, adjusting the function to lock the device in portrait or landscape mode, using 10 different rotation modes according to the needs of the user, adjusting the display orientation in a specific way of each application,
And of course more new! 18.2.1 – introduce motion to play smooth animations. Details: App&gt;Motion&gt;Rotation&gt;Settings. – Displays the color of the wallpaper extracted by the picker. – Fixed a rare issue with notification themes. – Various bug fixes and design improvements.14.3.1 Various design improvements.14.2.0 – Improved widget theme presets. Bug fixes and design
improvements. Mod Info: Unlock Pro feature - no additional keys required. Download Link: App Trailer: The only rotation control app that can really lock your screen in any direction and also force automatic orientation to override certain settings of the app. You can effectively control rotation from the notification area. You can also prevent other applications from changing the
screen rotation. You can determine the screen direction sparingly. You can control portraits, landscapes, reverse portraits, reverse landscapes 4 directions. Similarly, you can indicate the automatic direction. The application can be changed horizontally or in other directions, not even enhancedThe accompanying rotation mode is accessible.- Landscape: The screen is the rotation
of the landscape. - Landscape (reverse): The mobile phone is the rotation of the landscape. contrary to the usual landscape. Landscape (sensor): The screen is landscape, but the sensor is used to change course. - Portrait: The screen is portrait. other way from a typical portrait. - Portrait (sensor): The screen is portrait, but the sensor is used to change course. Guard: This
application retains other applications that change the screen direction. Features: - True orientation lock - Per application setting - Status bar notification with two widgets and a shortcut button to easily change your rotation preferences - The feature to create shortcuts to a specific mode - Can function as a tasker/locale plugin to automate your screen orientation settings All feedback
and feature requests as well as many other questions can send the support team's next email: free!!
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